Welcome Email Swipefile
Brought to You by the Rockstars of
ThriveThemes

Groove was able to get a 41% response rate with the following welcome email
AND learn valuable information about their subscriber so they can send more
relevant emails to them in the future.
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CoSchedule sends the following as their welcome email. Their goal is to get you
to watch their free video course to show you how to master your blog using their
calendar. They encourage you to email them if you have any problems as well as
putting a face to the company by introducing the new subscriber to the team and
encouraging the subscriber to say hello.
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After subscribing to Drift you get the following email. They establish credibility
before making a cute remark about doing pushups for every person who
unsubscribes to add a bit of personality. Next, Dave lets the subscriber know
what to expect before ending with a question to ask the subscriber to reply to the
email and let him know what they are working on.
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Sujan Patel’s goal with his welcome email is to hold your hand and show you
around. It’s short and to the point. He starts with sharing his best posts and
sharing other projects he’s a part of as well as links to two of his books.
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Noah Kagan immediately hits his new Email 1k subscribers (people who are
interested in growing their list with a ton of credibility and value. 4,000 people
doubling their email list, a free plugin for list building as well as two more tool
recommendations for growing your list. Oh yeah, and this is even before the first
lesson starts…
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Derek Halpern establishes credibility by linking to his featured posts from
Entrepreneur and Fast Company, gives value in the form of a free Ebook and
then, asks for comments on the download page to get the subscriber engaged.
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Creative Market takes a slightly different approach with their welcome email. It’s
full of graphics instead of text, but it still has a similar goal of many other
welcome emails you’ve seen here: provide value. They link to their best products
as well as a free UI Kit.
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Respondster sends a very personal email to check in with the new subscriber and
get feedback. Brandon even mentions you can use the email to set up a skype
session with him to give feedback, which is a very nice touch to let the subscriber
know you really care about them. He closes with some value by letting the
subscriber know they have an inspiration page to give you examples of how to
effectively use their tool.
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Here’s another one from Noah Kagan. In the post I mentioned how anything you
ask your subscribers to do should be as little work as possible. Here Noah uses a
clever link that when clicked automatically opens the readers email client with a
pre-written email complete with subject. All the reader has to do is insert the
email addresses and click send.
Note: Unfortunately for this trick to work in Chrome now the user has to have the
right settings selected or it won’t work, however, it still should work with IE, Firefox
and Safari users. If you’d like to use this trick in your emails you can find
instructions on how to do it here.
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Finally, Dave from Ninja Outreach’s goal is to get the new subscriber on a phone
call, and he does a great job of convincing the subscriber it’s a good idea by
making it easy to schedule, promising to add value, not try and ptich them and
noting the obvious: how often do you get a founder of a tool you’re interested in
offering a free 30-minute phone call to help you accomplish your goals?
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